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Abstract
A statistical study of finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects on transport driven by electrostatic drift-
waves is presented. The study is based on a reduced discrete Hamiltonian dynamical system known
as the gyro-averaged standard map (GSM). In this system, FLR effects are incorporated through
the gyro-averaging of a simplified weak-turbulence model of electrostatic fluctuations. Formally, the
GSM is a modified version of the standard map in which the perturbation amplitude, K0, becomes
K0J0(ρˆ), where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function and ρˆ is the Larmor radius. Assuming a
Maxwellian probability density function (pdf) for ρˆ, we compute analytically and numerically the
pdf and the cumulative distribution function of the effective drift-wave perturbation amplitude
K0J0(ρˆ). Using these results we compute the probability of loss of confinement (i.e., global chaos),
Pc, and the probability of trapping in the main drift-wave resonance, Pt. It is shown that Pc
provides an upper bound for the escape rate, and that Pt provides a good estimate of the particle
trapping rate. The analytical results are compared with direct numerical Monte-Carlo simulations
of particle transport.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Particle transport in magnetically confined plasmas devices such as tokamaks and stel-
larators is commonly studied using the E × B drift approximation of the guiding center
motion that neglects finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects [1]. Although in some cases this is
a valuable approximation, it might break down when studying transport of α-particles in
burning plasmas or transport of fast particles in the presence of magnetic and/or electric
field variations on the scale of the Larmor radius.
A problem of particular interest is when the transport process is driven by electrostatic
drift-waves [2]. In the simplest version of this problem, the magnetic field is assumed con-
stant. However, despite this simplification, this problem is still quite challenging because,
in principle, the electrostatic potential needs to be obtained from the self-consistent plasma
dynamics, e.g., from the solution of the Hasegawa-Mima or the Hasegawa-Wakatani equa-
tions.
One strategy to advance our understanding of this problem without the need of invok-
ing the solution of turbulence models is to use a simplified description for the electrostatic
potential. This approach, which is the one adopted in the present paper, has opened the
possibility of studying E × B transport using advanced methods and ideas from dynam-
ical systems (see for example Refs. [3–7] and reference therein). In particular, based on
a weak-turbulence type assumption, we model the drift-wave electrostatic potential as a
superposition of modes that allows to reduce the problem to a discrete Hamiltonian map.
References following this approach include [8] where the study of drift-wave transport was
reduced to the study of a 2-dimensional area preserving map. However, going beyond these
works, here we include FLR effects in the discrete Hamiltonian map description.
FLR effects on E×B transport have also been studied in Refs. [9–11] where the authors in-
vestigated particle transport in numerical simulations of electrostatic turbulence and showed
that FLR effect inhibit diffusive transport. The role of FLR effects on non-diffusive chaotic
transport, and fractional diffusion in particular, was addressed in Ref. [12]. More recently,
Refs. [13, 14] studied the Larmor radius dependence of the phase space topology and the
gyro-averaged induced suppression of chaotic transport.
Our approach is based on our recent work in Ref. [15] where we proposed the gyro-
averaged standard map (GSM) which generalizes the standard map by introducing the FLR
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dependence through the gyro-averaging of the drift-wave electrostatic potential. Here we
focus on a statistical description of this problem. In particular, going beyond Ref. [15]
where all the plasma particles were assumed to have the same Larmor radius, ρˆ0, here we
address the more realistic situation in which each of the N particles of the plasma has a
distinct Larmor radius, ρˆi, (with i = 1, . . . N) which is treated as a random variable sampled
from a Maxwellian probability density function (pdf). As a result, the constant parameter
K = K0J0 (ρˆ
0) in the GSM, which corresponds to the effective drift wave amplitude with
J0 denoting the zeroth-order Bessel function, becomes the random variable K = K0J0 (ρˆ
i).
That is, each particle has its “own” GSM with effective drift-wave amplitude K(ρˆi) and the
evolution of the system is determined from the statistics of an ensemble of GSM maps.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the transport model along
with a brief review of the GSM. Starting from a Maxwellian pdf of Larmor radii, in Sec. III we
derive an analytical expression for the pdf of the effective drift wave amplitude K = K0J0 (ρˆ),
and compute the statistical moments and corresponding cumulative distribution function.
The analytical results are compared with Monte-Carlo direct numerical simulations. Based
on these results, Sec. IV presents a statistical study of the confinement properties of the
system. In particular, the probability of global chaos, Pc, (i.e., the probability that a given
plasma particle could in principle not be confined) is analytically computed and the results
compared with Monte-Carlo direct numerical simulations of the escape rate for different
values of K0 and the thermal Larmor radius. The results show that Pc is an upper bound
for the escape rate ηe. Section V studies the statistics of particle trapping in the plasma
drift-wave main resonance. The probability of trapping, Pt, and the rate of trapping, ηt,
are computed numerically and compared for different values of K0 and the thermal Larmor
radius. The conclusions, including a summary of the results are presented in section VI.
II. TRANSPORT MODEL
In this section we present a brief summary of the Gyro-averaged Standard Map (GSM)
model originally discussed in Ref. [15]. The starting point is the ~E × ~B drift velocity of the
guiding center [1]
~VE =
~E × ~B
B2
, (1)
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where ~E is the electric field, and ~B is the magnetic field with magnitude B = | ~B|. Denoting
with x and y the radial and poloidal coordinates and writing ~VE = (x˙(t), y˙(t)) we get from
Eq. (1) the ~E × ~B drift equations of motion
dx
dt
= − 1
B0
∂φ
∂y
,
dy
dt
=
1
B0
∂φ
∂x
(2)
where φ is the electrostatic potential and B0 is the magnitude of the constant toroidal
magnetic field.
Following Ref. [16], we incorporate Finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects by averaging the
electrostatic potential over a circle around the guiding center,
〈φ〉ϕ = 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
φ(x+ ρ cosϕ, y + ρ sinϕ, t) dϕ , (3)
where ρ is the Larmor radius. Applying the gyro-averaging 〈...〉ϕ to Eq. (2), we get the
gyro-averaged ~E × ~B drift equations of motion
dx
dt
= − 1
B0
∂〈φ〉ϕ
∂y
,
dy
dt
=
1
B0
∂〈φ〉ϕ
∂x
. (4)
As a simplified model of weak drift-wave turbulence, following [8, 15], we assume an
electrostatic potential of the form
φ (x, y, t) = φ0(x) +
+∞∑
m=−∞
A cos(ky −mω0t), (5)
where φ0(x) is the equilibrium potential, A, is the amplitude of the drift waves, k is the wave
number, and ω0 is a fundamental frequency. The corresponding gyro-averaged electrostatic
potential is then given by,
〈φ(x, y, t)〉ϕ = 〈φ0(x)〉ϕ + AJ0(ρˆ)
+∞∑
m=−∞
cos (ky −mω0t) , (6)
where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function and ρˆ = kρ is the normalized Larmor radius.
For the sake of brevity, from now on, we will refer to ρˆ as the “Larmor radius”. Using the
Fourier series representation of the Dirac delta function, Eq. (6) can be written as
〈φ(x, y, t)〉ϕ = 〈φ0(x)〉ϕ + 2piAJ0(ρˆ) cos(ky)
+∞∑
m=−∞
δ(ω0t− 2pim). (7)
Let xn = x(t
−
n ) and yn = y(t
−
n ), with t
−
n =
2pin
ω0
− ε, n ∈ N, and ε → 0+. Integrating
equations (4) over the time interval (t−n , t
−
n+1), with 〈φ〉ϕ in Eq. (7), we obtain the discrete
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model
xn+1 = xn +
2pikA
ω0B0
J0 (ρˆ) sin(kyn), yn+1 = yn +
2pi
ω0B0
d〈φ0〉θ
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=xn+1
(8)
Note that in order to preserve the Hamiltonian structure, the equation for yn+1 is implicit.
This ensures that the transformation (xn, yn) → (xn+1, yn+1) is symplectic, i.e. area pre-
serving in the present 2-dimensional case. In the case, φ0 ∼ x2, Eqs. (8) reduce to the
gyro-averaged standard map (GSM):
In+1 = In +K(ρˆ) sin θn, θn+1 = θn + In+1, mod 2pi (9)
where In and θn are non-dimensional variables proportional to xn and yn, respectively and
K = K0J0 (ρˆ) , (10)
where K0 is a constant. In this paper we focused in this case. However, it should bear in
mind that the model in Eq. (8) is quite general and admits other interesting possibilities.
For example, as discussed in Ref. [15], in the case of non-monotonic E × B shear flows,
φ0 ∼ ax2− bx3 (with a and b constant) and the model reduces to the gyro-averaged standard
non-twist map that exhibits different (compared to the GSM) and very interesting transport
properties.
Note that although the GSM has the same structure as the well-known Chirikov-Taylor
standard map [17, 18], there is a key difference due to dependence of the perturbation
parameter K on the Larmor radius. To explain this subtle and crucial difference, consider
a plasma consisting of an ensemble of N particles with Larmor radii ρˆi which at time n are
located at (I in, θ
i
n) with i = 1, . . . N . Then, according to the GSM the time evolution of the
system is governed by
I in+1 = I
i
n +K(ρˆ
i) sin θin, θ
i
n+1 = θ
i
n + I
i
n+1 . (11)
In the trivial and unrealistic case in which all the particles in the system have the same
Larmor radius, say ρˆi = ρˆ0 for i = 1, . . . N , Eq. (11) reduces to N -identical copies of a
standard map with perturbation parameter K = K0J0 (ρˆ
0), and the evolution of the system
is well-understood. However, in a realistic plasma, collisional effects render the distribution
of Larmor radii random. In this case, each particle has its “own” standard-map like evolution
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FIG. 1: Larmor radius’ probability density function of ρˆ, Eq. (12), for different values of the
thermal Larmor radius, ρˆth.
with a perturbation parameter K = K0J0 (ρˆ
i) (which is also a random variable) and the
evolution of the system is determined by the statistics of the ensemble of maps in Eq. (11).
The previous discussion indicates that the GSM description of a plasma requires a model
for the probability density function (pdf) of the Larmor radii of the particles, f = f(ρˆ). As
a simple realistic model, in this paper we assume that the plasma is in thermal equilibrium
which implies a Maxwellian pdf of the form
f (ρˆ) =
ρˆ
ρˆ2th
exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ
ρˆth
)2]
(12)
where
ρˆth =
k
|q|B0
√
mkBT (13)
denotes the thermal Larmor radius, q is the particle’s charge, m the particle’s mass, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the plasma temperature. Figure 1 shows plots of (12)
for different values of the thermal Larmor radius. The pdf has a maximum at the most
probable Larmor radius, ρˆth, has mean value 〈ρˆ〉 =
√
pi
2
ρˆth, and variance σ
2 = 〈ρˆ2〉 − 〈ρˆ〉2 =
(4− pi)ρˆ2th/2.
III. STATISTICS OF GYRO-AVERAGED DRIFT-WAVE AMPLITUDE
Given a model of the Larmor radius pdf, the statistical mechanics of the plasma in the
GSM model is fundamentally controlled by the statistics of γ = J0(ρˆ) which according to
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Eq. (10) determines the gyro-averaged drift-wave perturbation effective amplitude. There-
fore, as a first step in this section we derive the pdf of γ = J0(ρˆ) for the thermal equilibrium
case in Eq. (12).
A. Probability density function
According to the random variable transformation theorem [19], given the pdf of ρˆ, f(ρˆ),
the pdf of γ is
g(γ) =
∫ ∞
0
δ [γ − J0(ρˆ)] f(ρˆ)dρˆ . (14)
Let Γγ = {ρˆ0, ρˆ1, ρˆ2, ...} be the set of non-negative solutions of the equation γ = J0(ρˆi) such
that J ′0(ρˆi) 6= 0, where the prime denotes the derivative. If Γγ is a non-empty set, the Dirac
delta function in (14) can be rewritten as [20]
δ [γ − J0(ρˆ)] =
∑
ρˆi∈Γγ
δ(ρˆ− ρˆi)
|J ′0(ρˆi)|
. (15)
Note that J ′0(ρˆ) = −J1(ρˆ), where J1 is the first-order Bessel function. Substituting (15) in
(14), we have
g(γ) =
1
ρˆ2th
∑
ρˆi∈Γγ
ρˆi
|J ′0(ρˆi)|
exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆi
ρˆth
)2]
, γmin < γ < 1 (16)
where γmin ≈ −0.4 is the smallest minimum of J0, which corresponds to the first non-trivial
zero of J1. For γ < γmin and γ > 1, Γγ is an empty set and g(γ) = 0. It is interesting to
observe that (16) is mathematically similar to the pdf obtained in Ref. [12] in the context
of a physically different problem.
The function g consists of a sum of terms involving the product of f(ρˆ), defined in
(12), and the function s(ρˆ) = 1/ |J ′0(ρˆ)|, evaluated at values corresponding to the zeros of
γ = J0(ρˆ). For values of γ in the vicinity of a maximum or a minimum of J0, s diverges
That is, the minima and maxima of J0 correspond to singularities of g. As shown in Fig.
2, these singularities are not distributed homogeneously, and concentrate in the vicinity of
γ = 0. This property is a consequence of the asymptotic behavior of the zero-order Bessel
function that, for large values of the argument, exhibits an oscillatory decaying behavior of
the form J0(ρˆ) ∼
√
2
piρˆ
cos(ρˆ− pi
4
). [21].
To compute the g in Eq. (16) we use a Monte Carlo method. First, an ensemble of
random Larmor radii is numerically generated from the pdf in Eq. (12). Then, for each
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FIG. 2: Vertical lines: location of singularities
(a) ρˆth = 0.5 (b) ρˆth = 5
(c) ρˆth = 15 (d) ρˆth = 50
FIG. 3: Probability density function of the gyro-averaged drift-wave amplitude,γ, superimposed
to the vertical lines indicating the singularities.
random Larmor radius generated, the corresponding value of γ is computed using the relation
γ = J0(ρˆ), and a histogram of γ values is constructed. Figure 3 shows the resulting pdf
(obtained from the normalized histogram) for different values of the thermal Larmor radius
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(a) Function f at the singularities and the pdf
in Fig. 3(c).
(b) Function f at the singularities for different
values of ρˆth.
FIG. 4: Function f , defined by Eq.(12), evaluated at the points of singularity. The fast exponential
decaying character of f controls the effects of singularities, acting as an “height” function and
limiting the growth of g(γ). For visualization purposes, the function f (shown with dots) has been
rescaled using a factor of 50.
ρˆth. For reference, the figure also shows the location of the singularities of g which correlate
with the “peaks” of g. However, not all singularities are accompanied by peaks in the pdf.
We will refer to a singularity as “strong” if a “peak” is observed in the pdf, and as “weak”
if this is not the case. What controls the strength of a singularity is the exponential decay
of f that limits the magnitud of g(γ). To clarify this, Fig. 4(a) shows the pdf of γ along
with the function f evaluated at the location of the singularities. As expected, the pdf of
γ exhibits peaks where f has higher values and the singularities are more distant to each
other. The peaks are not observed near γ = 0 where f goes to zero and the singularities are
more concentrated. The dependence of these observations on the value of ρˆth is explored in
Fig. 4(b) that shows plots of f evaluated at the singularities for the different values of ρˆth
used in the pdfs in Figs. 3(a)-(c). Once again, it is observed that peaks predominate at the
singularities with the highest values of f .
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B. Statistical moments
The n-th moment of γ is given by
〈γn〉 =
1∫
γmin
γng(γ)dγ , (17)
where we have used the fact that, as explained in the previous section, g(γ) = 0 for γ < γmin
and γ > 1. Substituting (14) in (17), we have:
〈γn〉 = 1
ρˆ2th
∞∫
0
[J0(ρˆ)]
n exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ
ρˆth
)2]
ρˆdρˆ (18)
Using the identity in Eq. (6.631-4) of Ref. [22],
+∞∫
0
ρˆν+1e−αρˆ
2
Jν(βρˆ)dρˆ =
βν
(2α)ν+1
exp
(
−β
2
4α
)
, (19)
with α = 1
2ρˆ2th
, β = 1, and ν = 0, it follows that
〈K〉 = K0 〈γ〉 = K0 exp
(
− ρˆ
2
th
2
)
. (20)
That is, the mean of the effective drift wave perturbation amplitude decreases exponentially
with increasing values of the thermal Larmor radius.
For the second moment, 〈γ2〉, we use Eq. (6.633-2) of Ref. [22],
+∞∫
0
ρˆe−%
2ρˆ2Jp(αρˆ)Jp(βρˆ)dρˆ =
1
2%2
exp
[
α2 + β2
4%2
]
Ip
(
αβ
2%2
)
, (21)
with %2 = 1
2ρˆ2th
, α = β = 1, and p = 0, and conclude〈
K2
〉
= K20
〈
γ2
〉
= e−ρˆ
2
thI0
(
ρˆ2th
)
. (22)
Finally, using (20) and (22), the dispersion of the effective perturbation, defined as σ2K =
K20
(〈γ2〉 − 〈γ〉2) is given by
σ2K = K
2
0e
−ρˆ2th
[
I0
(
ρˆ2th
)− 1] (23)
As observed in Fig. 5, the dispersion increases for small values of ρˆth from zero to a maximum
and then decays. For large ρˆth, since I0 (ρˆ
2
th) ∼ e
+ρˆ2th√
2piρˆ2th
[21], σ2K decays as σ
2
K ∼ K
2
0
ρˆth
. Thus,
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FIG. 5: Dispersion of γ, σ2γ . For increasing ρˆth, σ
2
γ increases from zero to maximum and then goes
to zero again at high values of ρˆth.
the dispersion “expands” from zero to a maximum and then “compress” to zero again
for increasing ρˆth. The pdf in Figs. 3(a)-(d) also indicate that, for increasing ρˆth, both
the average and the dispersion go to zero because the peaks become more symmetrically
concentrated near γ = 0.
C. Cumulative Distribution Function
To compute the cumulative distribution function of γ,
G (γ) =
∫ γ
−∞
g(γ′)dγ′ , (24)
we substitute (14) in (24),
G (γ) =
∫ ∞
0
Θ[γ − J0(ρˆ)]f(ρˆ)dρˆ (25)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function. Integrating by parts Eq. (25) yields
G (γ) = Θ(γ − 1)−
∫ ∞
0
δ [γ − J0(ρˆ)] J ′0(ρˆ) exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ
ρˆth
)2]
dρˆ (26)
If γ is outside the interval γmin < γ < 1, the second term in (26) vanishes and G (γ) =
Θ(γ − 1). That is, G(γ) = 0 for γ ≤ γmin and G(γ) = 1 for γ ≥ 1. On the other hand, for
γmin < γ < 1, Θ(γ − 1) = 0 and, using again formula (15), Eq. (26) yields
G (γ) = −
∑
ρˆi∈Γγ
J ′0(ρˆi)
|J ′0(ρˆi)|
exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆi
ρˆth
)2]
. (27)
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A simpler form for (27) can be obtained if we define an additional property for Γγ. Let
Γγ be an order set such that ρˆ0 < ρˆ1 < ρˆ2 < .... Each solution ρˆi belongs to an interval
where J0(ρˆ) is increasing or decreasing. J0(ρˆ) oscillates such that J
′
0(ρˆi)/ |J ′0(ρˆi)| = −1 for
i = 0, 2, 4, .. and J ′0(ρˆi)/ |J ′0(ρˆi)| = +1 for i = 1, 3, 5, .., or:
J ′0(ρˆi)/ |J ′0(ρˆi)| = (−1)i−1, i = 0, 1, 2, ... (28)
Substituting (28) in (27), we have the following expression for the cumulative distribution
function:
G (γ) =

0, γ ≤ γmin∑
ρˆi∈Γγ (−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆi
ρˆth
)2]
, γmin < γ < 1
1 γ ≥ 1
(29)
Figures 6(a)-(b) show very good agreement between the analytical result in Eq. (29) (red
curves) and Monte-Carlo simulations of G (black points) for different values of ρˆth. The
Monte-Carlo simulations were performed as follows: first, an ensemble of N = 1000 random
Larmor radii distributed according to f was generated; second, for each Larmor radius value
ρˆ generated, we compute J0(ρˆ); finally, for a given γ, we determine the rate or frequency of
values J0(ρˆ) such that J0(ρˆ) ≤ γ. As expected, since no value of J0 can be below γmin, it
is observed that G (γ) → 0 as γ → γmin. Also, since no values of J0 can be above γ = 1,
G (γ)→ 1 as γ → 1.
It is interesting to observe that G(γ) is not smooth, i.e., it is not differentiable at the
location of the singularities of g. In particular, the pdf of γ, g(γ), which is the derivative of
G(γ), has singularities near maxima and minima of J0. Such singularities are discontinuities
of g(γ) and explain the non-smooth character of G (γ), clearly seen in Figs. 7(a)-(c), that
shows zooms in three different regions of Fig. 6(c). The singularities are indicated by vertical
lines (in gray color). Figures 7(a)-(c) show corners located at the same position of the
singularities. However, not all singularities have clearly visible corners associated to them.
In Fig. 7(b), though there are many singularities near γ = 0, G is quite smooth near
them. The figures indicate that visible corners appear only in case of strong singularities.
As mentioned before, strong singularities are associated to peaks in the pdf of γ. If the
derivative of G, given by g, has a singularity, G has a corresponding corner, but this corner
is not necessarily visible. Weak singularities do not produce visible corners.
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(a) ρˆth = 0.5 (b) ρˆth = 5.0
(c) ρˆth = 15 (d) ρˆth = 50
FIG. 6: Cumulative distribution function of γ, denoted by G(γ) The red curves are plots of the
analytical result described by Eq. (29). The black points correspond to numerical simulations.
IV. STATISTICS OF CONFINEMENT
The study of transport barriers is a fundamental problem in magnetically confined fusion
plasmas. Since this is a very complex problem involving a wide range of different physical
processes, it is of value to study it in simplified settings using reduced models. Following this
philosophy, in this section we use the gyro-average standard map to explore the role of finite
Larmor radius effects on transport barriers and escape rates in the presence of drift-waves.
A. Transport barriers
The relative simplicity of the GSM opens the possibility of using results from Hamiltonian
dynamical systems to predict the threshold for global transport. In the case when all the par-
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(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 7: Zooms in Fig. 6(c). G is a non-smooth function, showing corners at the same position
of the singularities. The corners occur at strong singularities. More clearly visible corners in the
curves G are associated to more pronounced “peaks” in the pdf of γ.
ticles have the same Larmor radius, ρˆ0, the problem is trivial and reduces to the extensively
studied problem of computing the threshold for the destruction of all transport barriers,
also knows also as KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) invariant circles, in the standard map
with K = K0ρˆ
0. As it is well known, in this simple case, when K > Kc = 0.9716... there
are no transport barriers and transport is global [23]. In the more realistic case in which the
Larmor radii of the particles in the plasma are given by a distribution of the form in Eq. (12)
corresponding to a plasma in thermal equilibrium, the problem is much less trivial because
each particle will “see” a different drift-wave perturbation and as a result it might or might
not exhibit global chaos. In this section we address this problem using the results developed
in the previous sections. In particular, we compute the probability of global chaos, i.e. the
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probability that a given particle will not be confined by Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM)
barriers.
The transition to global chaos occurs when
|γ| > Kc/K0 (30)
where, as before, γ = K/K0, and Kc = 0.9716... is the critical parameter that defines the
transition to global chaos in the standard map. As discussed in [15], for a given fixed ρˆ,
increasing K0 increases the effective perturbation parameter K and the amount of chaos in
phase space.
Since the sign of K0 can be changed by a trivial change in the phase of sin θn, without
loss of generality, we will limit attention to positive values for K0. The probability of global
chaos, Pc, is defined as
Pc = 1− P (−Kc/K0 ≤ γ ≤ +Kc/K0) (31)
where P (−Kc/K0 ≤ γ ≤ +Kc/K0) is the probability that the value of the random variable γ
is in the interval −Kc/K0 ≤ γ ≤ +Kc/K0. Pc provides a measure of the portion of particles
that can in principle exhibit global chaos. Equation (31) can be rewritten as
Pc = 1− [G(Kc/K0)−G(−Kc/K0)] , (32)
where G is the cumulative pdf in Eq. (24). Substituting (29) in (32), and using the fact that
Kc/K0 > 0, it is concluded that
• If Kc/K0 ≥ 1, then G(Kc/K0) = 1, G(−Kc/K0) = 0, and
Pc = 0 . (33)
• If |γmin| ≤ Kc/K0 < 1, then
G(Kc/K0) =
∑
ρˆ+i ∈Γ+Kc/K0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ+i
ρˆth
)2]
, (34)
G(−Kc/K0) = 0, and
Pc = 1− exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ+0
ρˆth
)2]
. (35)
since, in this interval, Γ+Kc/K0 has only one element, ρˆ
+
0 .
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• If 0 < Kc/K0 < |γmin|, then Eq. (34) also applies for G(Kc/K0), G(−Kc/K0) is given
by
G(−Kc/K0) =
∑
ρˆ−i ∈Γ−Kc/K0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ−i
ρˆth
)2]
, (36)
and
Pc = 1−
 ∑
ρˆ+i ∈Γ+Kc/K0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ+i
ρˆth
)2]
−
∑
ρˆ−i ∈Γ−Kc/K0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆ−i
ρˆth
)2] .
(37)
Let SKc/K0 be the ordered set (ρˆ
+
0 , ρˆ
−
0 , ρˆ
−
1 , ρˆ
+
1 , ρˆ
+
2 , ρˆ
−
2 , ρˆ
−
3 ...), which corresponds to the set
formed by the elements of Γ+Kc/K0 and Γ+Kc/K0 . Denoting the terms of S by ρˆi such that
ρˆ0 = ρˆ
+
0 , ρˆ1 = ρˆ
−
0 , ρˆ2 = ρˆ
−
1 , and so on, Eqs (33), (35) and (37) can be written in the more
compact form
Pc =

0 0 < K0 ≤ Kc
1−∑ρˆi∈SKc/K0 (−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆi
ρˆth
)2]
Kc < K0 ,
(38)
where SKc/K0 is the set {ρˆi}. of solutions of Kc/K0 = |J0(ρˆi)|.
Figure 8 shows Pc as a function of
K0
Kc
for different fixed values of ρˆth. For 0 < K0/Kc ≤ 1,
Pc = 0 and particles can exhibit regular motion (including trapping inside stability islands
and quasi-periodic motion) or chaotic motion. However, in this case all particles remain
confined in regions isolated by KAM barriers. For K0/Kc > 1, as K0 increases, Pc approaches
one. That is, most particles move in phase spaces without KAM barriers and those following
chaotic orbits move freely in the I-direction which corresponds to the radial direction in our
simplified drift-wave transport model. According to Eq. (38), for large values of K0/Kc the
sum in (38) goes to zero. This is because consecutive elements of SKc/K0 , ρˆi and ρˆi+1, become
both near one of the zeros of |J0(ρˆ)|. Thus, the exponential terms of the sum, evaluated at
ρˆi and ρˆi+1 and that have opposite signs, cancel each other.
The probability of global chaos is also plotted in Fig. 9 but as a function of ρˆth for different
fixed values of K0/Kc. If 0 < K0/Kc ≤ 1, Pc is always zero for any ρˆth, as indicated by
the brown horizontal line (K0/Kc = 1). If K0/Kc > 1, Pc is close to one for small ρˆth and
decays for increasing ρˆth. Still considering the case K0/Kc > 1, the plots shown in Fig. 9
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FIG. 8: Probability of global chaos (Pc) as a function of K0/Kc and for different values of ρˆth.
For 0 < K0/Kc ≤ 1, Pc = 0: particles exhibit quasi-periodic motion, are confined inside stability
islands, or exhibit chaotic motion bounded by KAM barriers. For high and increasing values of
K0/Kc, Pc goes to one, that is, particles following chaotic orbits move freely in the radial direction
since all KAM barriers are broken.
FIG. 9: Probability of global chaos (Pc) as a function of ρˆth and for different fixed values of K0/Kc.
also indicate a fast decay for small ρˆth and a slower one for high ρˆth, which, according to
Eq. (38), can be explained considering that dPc/dρˆth ∼ 1/ρˆ3th.
B. Escape Rate
Motivated by the results of subsection IV A, in this section we analyze the “escape rate”,
ηe, for the standard map and the GSM. In the latter case, this measure is compared to the
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probability of global chaos The escape rate is computed as follows:
• We construct an ensemble of N particles with initial conditions (θi0, I0) where I0 is
constant and {θi0}Ni=1 are random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 2pi).
• For each particle of the ensemble, the map is iterated T times. If for a given n ≤ T ,
|In − I0| > 2pi, the iteration stops and the initial condition (θi0, I0) is counted as a
escaping orbit.
• The escaping rate is then computed as ηe = Ne/N where Ne is the total number of
escaping orbits in the ensemble.
In the calculations presented here, I0 = pi. Although in principle any other position for
the line of initial conditions could be used, some might be more computational efficient than
others. For example, using I0 near 2mpi with m = 0,±1,±2 . . . is not efficient because a
significative number of initial conditions could be located inside the period-one island, which
can occupy a relatively large area, even when global chaos is present. In that case, it is nec-
essary to wait the maximum number of iterations T , making the procedure computationally
expensive.
The escape condition, |In − I0| > 2pi, is adopted because the standard map is invariant
under translations by 2pi in the direction of the I coordinate. This implies that invariant
objects like islands, invariant circles, and chaotic orbits repeat themselves under translations
by 2pi. Thus, if a particle initially located at I0 is found in a position In such that the escape
condition holds, the same orbit will be by symmetry at I0 ± 2pim with m = 1, 2, 3, ....
Figure 10 shows plots of ηe versus K/Kc in the standard map for different values of the
maximum number of iterations T , where K is the perturbation parameter and Kc = 0.971...
is the critical parameter for the transition to global chaos. The number of particles used
in this calculation was N = 5000. Due to the presence of KAM barriers, no particles can
escape if the absolute value of the perturbation is below the critical parameter and thus,
as seen in Fig. 10, ηe = 0 for |K| ≤ Kc. On the other hand, for |K| > Kc there are no
KAM barriers and chaotic orbits can in principle escape. However, due to the trapping of
particles inside stability islands and/or long time stickness of chaotic orbits near islands in
practice not all the particles escape and a sharp transition transition from zero to one at
|K| = Kc is not observed. As |K|/Kc increases, the trapping and stickiness is reduced and
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FIG. 10: Rate of escaping particles, ηe, versus K/Kc for the standard map model. K is the
perturbation parameter and Kc is the critical parameter defining the transition to global chaos. If
K > Kc, there are no KAM barriers, allowing particles that follow chaotic orbits to escape. Due
to trapping effects around or inside stability islands, there is no abrupt transition in escape rate
for K ' Kc.
FIG. 11: GSM model’s escape rate (colored points) for increasing K0/Kc and fixed ρˆth compared
to the probability of global chaos (colored continuous lines). The analytical quantity Pc provides
an upper bound for ηe. Parameters: N = 5× 103; T = 5× 103.
ηe approaches one.
Figure 11 shows the escape rate, ηe, as function of K0/Kc for different values of ρˆth in the
GSM with the Maxwellian distribution of gyro-radius in Eq. (12). Each point corresponds
to a simulation where ηe is calculated for an ensemble of N = 5 × 103 particles and a
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FIG. 12: Rate of escaping particles and probability of global chaos in the GSM model for increasing
ρˆth and fixed K0/Kc. Parameters: N = 5× 103; T = 5× 103.
maximum number of iterations T = 5× 103. The figure also shows the probability of global
chaos (colored continuous lines) according to the analytical formula in Eq. (38) for the same
values of ρˆth. The results show that the analytical quantity Pc provides an upper bound for
ηe. This is consistent with the fact that Pc quantifies the probability that a particle can
escape in principle whereas ηe quantifies the probability that a particle escapes in practice.
As mentioned before, even when a particle could escape because the effective perturbation
parameter is large enough, the particle might not escape if it is trapped inside an stability
island. However, the difference diminishes with increasing K0. According to Eq. (20),
the mean effective perturbation 〈K〉 increases proportionally with K0, suppressing islands’
effects and increasing chaos.
Figure 12 shows plots of the GSM model’s escape rate and probability of global chaos
for varying ρˆth and fixed K0/Kc. Again, the escape rate is below the limit given by the
probability of global chaos. It is expected that both measures go to zero with increasing ρˆth.
As prescribed by Eqs. (20) and (23), the average and dispersion of the effective perturbation
go to zero for high values of ρˆth, restoring islands and KAM barriers. This is reflected, for
example, in the fast decaying plots of Fig. 12 (K0/Kc = 2.0).
V. STATISTICS OF PARTICLE TRAPPING
Particle trapping is an ubiquitous phenomena in transport driven by plasma waves. In the
co-moving reference of a traveling wave, trapping results from the confinement of particles at
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the minimum of the potential well. In the simple standard map description this corresponds
to the period-one island with elliptic fixed point located at I = 0 and θ = pi.
In the GSM model this problem is more complex because, as explained before, the effective
drift-wave amplitude, and as result the stability of the period-one island fixed point, depend
on the statistics of the Larmor radii. As a result, depending on their Larmor radius, some
particles “see” phase spaces where the fixed points are hyperbolic, and others where the fixed
points are parabolic or elliptic. In general, particles located near elliptic fixed points are
trapped by the corresponding period-one islands, and those near hyperbolic points spread
in their respective phase spaces.
In this section, we study this problem by studying the rate of trapping, ηt, computed as
follows:
• We construct an ensemble of N particles with random initial conditions uniformly
distributed on a disk of radius  centered at the location of the O-point, (I, θ) = (0, pi).
• For each particle of the ensemble, the map is iterated T times. If for a given n ≤ T ,
the particle escapes from a concentric circle of radius r   the iteration stops and
the initial condition is counted as not trapped.
• The trapping rate is then computed as ηt = Nt/N where Nt is the total number of
trapped orbits, i.e. the total number of particles that remained in the disk of radius r
after T iterations.
Note that, because of the translation invariance of the map, the method can be applied to
other fixed points located at θ = pi and I = ±2pim, where m = 1, 2, 3, ... . In all simulations
presented here, we used  = 0.05, r = 1.0, N = 5 × 103, and T = 5 × 103. Different values
can also be used under the condition of keeping   r, r ≤ pi and using large values for N
and T . The condition r ≤ pi comes from the fact that the standard map is modulated by
2pi in the direction of coordinate θ.
Figure 13 shows the trapping rate in the standard map (red points) versus K/4, where
K denotes the perturbation parameter. Two abrupt transitions are observed near 0 and
K ' 4.04. For 0 < K < 4.04, orbits remain trapped (ηt = 1) during T = 5× 103 iterations,
whereas for K < 0 or K > 4.04 all of them escape (ηt = 1). This result is consistent with
the well-known result that the O-point of the period-one island in the standard map losses
stability at Ktc = 4 and the period-one fixed point is unstable for K < 0.
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FIG. 13: Rate of trapping in the standard map by the period-one island associated to the fixed
point located at θ0 = pi and I0 = 0. Two abrubt transitions occur near 0 and Ktc ' 4.04. The
trapping interval 0 < K < Ktc corresponds approximately to the stability interval of the fixed
point, which is elliptic for 0 < K < 4 and hyperbolic for K < 0 and K > 4.
Before analyzing the rate of trapping in the GSM model, we define the probability of
trapping, Pt, as the probability of a particle to have an effective perturbation parameter K
in the trapping interval 0 < K < Ktc. That is
Pt = P (0 < γ < Ktc/K0), (39)
where K0 > 0 and P denotes the probability that the value of the random variable γ is in
the interval 0 < γ < Ktc/K0. In term of the cumulative distribution function G in Eq. (24),
Pt = G(Ktc/K0)−G(0). (40)
Using Eq.(29), we have
Pt = 1−
∑
ρˆj∈Γ0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆj
ρˆth
)2]
, for 0 < K0/Ktc ≤ 1 (41)
and
Pt =
∑
ρˆi∈ΓKtc/K0
(−1)i exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆi
ρˆth
)2]
−
∑
ρˆj∈Γ0
(−1)j exp
[
−1
2
(
ρˆj
ρˆth
)2]
, for K0/Ktc > 1
(42)
Figure 14 shows plots of the probability of trapping versus K0/Ktc for different values of
ρˆth. In agreement with the fact that Eq. (41) has no dependence on K0, Pt is constant for
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FIG. 14: Probability of trapping, Pt, versus K0/Kc. Pt is constant for K0/Ktc < 1 and goes to
zero for K0/Ktc  1.
K0/Ktc < 1. If K0/Ktc > 1, Pt decreases with increasing K0. According to Eq. (42), when
K0/Ktc  1, ΓKc/K0 → Γ0, i.e. the two sets become nearly equivalent and the corresponding
sums cancel each other. Thus, Pt goes to zero for high values of K0/Ktc.
Figure 15 shows plots of the probability of trapping versus ρˆth for different values of
K0/Ktc. If K0/Ktc = 0.5, Pt ' 1 for small values of ρˆth, decreases to a minimum and
increases to a constant level near 0.5. If K0/Ktc > 1, the plots exhibit the following features:
Pt increases from zero to a maximum, decreases to a local minimum and increases until
reaching again the same level near 0.5. The limit case of small ρˆth values can be understood
through the fast exponential decaying terms of Eqs. (41) and (42). If ρˆth → 0, these terms
go to zero and then we have: Pt → 1 for 0 < K0/Ktc ≤ 1 and Pt → 0 for K0/Ktc > 1.
As mentioned before, the plots in Fig. 15 show that Pt becomes constant at high ρˆth. This
is iconsistent with Eqs. (41) and (42) since their derivatives with respect to ρˆth vary like
dPt/dρˆth ∼ 1/ρˆ3th and approach zero for large ρˆth.
Figures 16 and 17 show the numeric results (colored points) of the rate of trapping in the
GSM model computed for an ensemble of N = 5× 103 particles with random Larmor radii
distributed according to Eq. (12). N gyro-averaged standard maps, with different effective
perturbation parameters and the same K0, are iterated up to T = 5 × 103 times. The
value of K0 is defined by the product between a given ratio K0/Ktc, whose values are shown
in the horizontal axis, and the critical parameter Ktc, estimated as Ktc ' 4.04. The initial
positions of the particles are randomly located near point O inside a circular region of radius
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FIG. 15: Probability of trapping (Pt) versus ρˆth for different values of K0/Ktc.
FIG. 16: GSM’s rate of trapping (points) versus K0/Ktc for fixed values of ρˆth. The probability
of trapping (lines), defined by Eqs. (41) and (42), provides a good analytical estimate for ηt.
Parameters: N = 5× 103; T = 5× 103;  = 0.05; r = 1.
. Again, we adopt  = 0.05, and the trapping circular region has a radius defined by r = 1.
The plots of the rate of trapping in the GSM are compared to plots of the probability of
trapping, also shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Very good agreement is observed between the
analytical and the numerical results.
Some properties of the rate of trapping shown in Fig. 16 can be understood by analyzing
the average of the effective perturbation, 〈K〉. According to Eq. (20), for any ρˆth > 0,
〈K〉 /K0 ≤ 1 and, if ρˆth is kept fixed, 〈K〉 = O(K0). Thus, 0 < K0 < Ktc implies that
0 < 〈K〉 < Ktc, and particles, in average, are trapped by the period-one island. This
explains why, even varying K0 inside the trapping interval 0 < K0 < Ktc, the rate of
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FIG. 17: ηt (points) versus ρˆth for different fixed values of K0/Ktc. ηt is compared to Pt (lines).
Both results are in good agreement. Parameters: N = 5× 103; T = 5× 103;  = 0.05; r = 1.
trapping remains approximately constant. However, increasing K0 indefinitely moves the
average of the effective perturbation outside the trapping interval in order that the rate of
trapping starts to decay if K0 > Ktc, as can also be seen in Fig. 16.
Figure 17 shows that, for small ρˆth, the rate of trapping exhibits different behavior for
0 < K0 < Ktc and K0 > Ktc. Consider first the case K0 = 0.5Ktc (red points). According
to Eqs. (20) and (23), if ρˆth → 0, then 〈K〉 → K0, σ2K → 0 and, since 0 < K0 < Ktc, most
particles are trapped. This property is observed in Fig. 17, where ηt ' 1 for small ρˆth and
K0 = 0.5Ktc . On the other hand, when K0 > Ktc, we have again 〈K〉 → K0 and σ2K → 0
for ρˆth → 0, but most K values are outside the trapping interval. Thus, ηt ' 0 for small
ρˆth and K0 > Ktc . However, since 〈K〉 ∼ exp (−ρˆ2th/2), increasing ρˆth moves 〈K〉 inside the
trapping interval, increasing then the number of trapped particles.
In most cases shown in Fig. 17, we observe the occurrence of local minima in the rate of
trapping. This property can be explained by the variation of the dispersion of the effective
perturbation with increasing ρˆth. We’ve seen that, according to Eq. (23), 〈K〉, keeping K0
fixed, varies in the same way as σ2γ, increasing from zero until reaching a maximum and then
decreasing to zero again. If 〈K〉 is inside the trapping interval and the dispersion increases,
then the number of values of the effective perturbation outside the trapping interval also
increases. If the dispersion reaches its maximum, then the rate of trapping reaches a min-
imum. Since 〈K〉 remains inside the trapping interval (〈K〉 → 0+ for ρˆth → +∞), if the
dispersion starts to decrease from its maximum, then values of the effective perturbation
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are brought back to the trapping interval and then the rate of trapping starts to increase.
A final comment about Fig. 17 refers to the constant level ηt ' 0.5, reached at high
values of ρˆth. Let I be a small neighborhood of zero, defined by I = (−,+) and such that
 is positive and arbitrarily small. The probability that γ is positive given that γ ∈ I is the
conditional probability P+ = P (0 < γ < +| −  < γ < +), which can be written as:
P+ =
G()−G(0)
G()−G(−) . (43)
Since G(±) = G(0) ± g(0) + O(2), we see that P+ = g(0)/2g(0) = 1/2. Therefore,
if γ has values near zero, these values occur with equal probabilities inside − < γ < 0
and 0 < γ < +. For ρˆth → +∞, 〈γ〉 → 0, σ2γ → 0, resulting that values of γ become
concentrated in a small neighborhood I, half of them in (−, 0) and the other half in
(0,+). Thus, increasing ρˆth makes values of the effective perturbation K to concentrate
inside (−K0,+K0), half outside the trapping interval (−K0 < K < 0) and the other half
inside the trapping interval (0 < K < K0 << Ktc). This means that ηt goes to 1/2 for high
ρˆth, as shown in Fig. 17.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a statistical study of finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects in a simpli-
fied model of E × B transport by drift-waves. The FLR effects are incorporated through
the gyro-averaging of the electrostatic potential resulting in an effective drift-wave ampli-
tude proportional to γ = J0(ρˆ) where ρˆ is the dimensionless Larmor radius. Based on a
weak-turbulence type assumption the drift-wave electrostatic potential is modeled as a su-
perposition of modes that allows to reduce the model to a discrete Hamiltonian dynamical
system. This system, known as the gyro-averaged standard map (GSM), generalizes the
standard map by introducing the FLR dependence, γ, on the perturbation amplitude.
Assuming a Maxwellian distribution of Larmor radii, we computed the probability density
function (pdf), g, of the gyro-averaged drift-wave amplitude, γ. Analytical and Monte-Carlo
numerical simulations show that g(γ) has singularities at the locations of the extrema of
J0(ρˆ). However, depending on the value of the thermal Larmor radius, ρth, these singularities
can be exponentially damped in the case of a Maxwellian distribution of Larmor radii.
Intuitively speaking, the singularities can thus be classified as “strong” (showing clear peaks)
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or “weak” (not showing clear peaks) depending on the role of the Maxwellian exponential
damping factor.
Results were also presented on the statistical moments of γ, and it was observed that
the average of γ decays monotonically exponentially fast with ρth, while the dispersion of γ
increases from zero to a maximum value and eventually decays for increasing values of ρth.
An analytical formula for the cumulative distribution function (cdf), G(γ), was obtained
and validated with numerical simulations. It was shown that G lacks differentiability due
to small scale corners located at the singularities of g. Our interest in G(γ) comes from the
fact that it allows to obtain formulas for probabilities associated with specific values of the
effective perturbation.
Based on the statistics of g and G, analytical results and Monte-Carlo numerical simu-
lations were used to perform a systematic study of the transport properties of the system.
In particular, the probability that a given particle in the plasma could in principle escape
(i.e. loss of confinement) was computed as a function of the thermal Larmor radius and the
drift wave amplitude. The results show clear evidence that FLR effects suppress transport.
That is, for a given drift-wave amplitude, the probability that a particle will remain confined
increases with the Larmor radius. This behavior is also observed in the escape rate, ηe, that
increases with the drift-wave amplitude but decreases with ρˆth.
The numerical results show that the probability of global chaos is an upper bound of
the escape rate. The difference between both measures occurs because the escape rate in
the standard map has not a well-defined transition at the critical parameter that defines the
transition to global chaos. Many orbits, even in the global chaos regime, can remain trapped
inside stability islands forever or stick to the boundaries of the stability islands for very long
periods of time. Despite the difference, which reduces for high values of the perturbation
parameter, the escape rate can not be greater than the probability of global chaos. A particle
can escape only in a global chaos regime, but not all of the particles moving in global chaos
phase spaces can do it.
The statistics of particle trapping was also studied, and it was shown that the probability
that a particle will remain trapped in a drift-wave resonance tends to increase when the
Larmor radius increases, verifying once more the role of FLR effects in the suppression of
transport. We showed that the probability of trapping is a good theoretical estimate for the
rate of trapping in the GSM model. This is due to a well-defined transition in the standard
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map’s rate of trapping near the fixed point’s stability boundary. Thus, in the context of
GSM model, this well-defined transition makes the rate of trapping more strongly related
to the statistics of the effective perturbation.
The analytical results presented in this paper can also be applied to other transport
measures, e.g. diffusion coefficients, often studied in the highly simplified context of the
standard map (i.e., without FLR effects). Combining known transport properties of the
standard map and the results obtained here, we can investigate further transport properties
of the GSM model, including non-diffusive transport processes. Other possible direction for
future studies includes the application of the methodology presented here, that combines
statistics and nonlinear dynamics, to more sophisticated gyro-averaged E×B models.
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